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SLS Collection Leather

SLS Collection provides designers a wide and colorful 
range of luxurious leather upholstery on demand 
and in stock.  We help you personalize your projects 
with supportive communication and comfort in 
knowing the strength and durability within our 
products is our top priority.

Silhouette Outdoor

Silhouette Outdoor customizes furniture that is the 
de�nition of high performance in the outdoor 
furniture industry. The highest quality materials, 
and a quality custom experience from start to 
�nish.

Palecek

For nearly 50 years, PALECEK designs have been 
inspired by the beauty of natural materials. Strong 
partnerships with artisans and vendors around the 
world, and a headquarters and manufacturing site 
in Northern California, yield a signature style that 
marries tradition with distinctly modern �nishes.

Marquis Seating

Marquis Seating provides custom capabilities to 
create upholstered furniture that excels in the 
Hospitality market. Marquis forms itself around you 
and your unique needs to bring your visions to life.

HF Collection

HF Collection specializes in the manufacturing of 
highest quality custom and ready-made guestroom 
furniture and millwork for properties ranging from 
brand programs to boutique hotels, 5-star hotels and 
large casino resorts.

Erica Shamrock Textiles

Erica Shamrock Textiles delivers everyday 
sophistication that makes spaces beautiful, down to 
the last detail.  Our mission is to deliver luxurious 
textile options to the hospitality and contract market 
with classic styles and rich textures at exemplary 
price points that make everyday luxury a�ordable.

Eaton Fine Art

For over 32 years, Eaton Fine Art has provided 
innovative art programs for both guestrooms and 
public areas, collaborating with great creativity 
and unparalleled service.

Curby Co. creates custom and curated pillow 
collections for Boutique Hospitality including 
vintage kilim, cactus silk, customizable 
handwoven, mud cloth, outdoor, COM, Designer 
embellishments, and much more.

Curby Co.

CM Hospitality Carpet

CM Hospitality carpet is known for its devotion to
unique and exquisite design, quality 
manufacturing, and reliable professional service.

Better Designed Lighting

Better Designed Lighting – BDL can handle almost
any design challenge and deliver outstanding 
product quality, on-time, and under budget. 
Constructed to meet the highest engineering 
standards and with attention paid to �ne detailing 
and customer service, BDL is a resource for the 
best in Hospitality Lighting.


